Abstract

Over the years many cases of internet frauds have increased and phishing is one of the techniques used by hackers to execute the frauds through internet. Many tools and techniques have been designed to detect phishing attacks and to prevent them. Phishers may have a ton of methodologies and strategies to lead an all-around composed phishing assault and thus cause access the legitimate information. The objectives of the phishing assaults, are principally on-line managing an account customers, banking customers and payment services, etc. the companies indulged in these services are confronting significant money related misfortune and absence of trust in Internet-based administrations.

Keeping in mind the end goal to beat these, there is a critical need to discover answers for battle phishing assaults. Recognizing a phishing site is a very difficult task and thus requires master learning and experience. Thus, there must be some easy ways to deal with phishing attacks. Different arrangements, design and tools have been proposed and created to address the issues of phishing attacks. The majority of these methodologies are not ready to settle on a
choice progressively on whether the site is truth be told phished, and thus raising the counts of false positives. This is principally because of the limitations of the beforehand proposed approaches, which includes depending just on black and white list database, missing of human insight and specialists, poor versatility and their opportuneness.

In this work developed an intelligent phishing system by using fuzzy-based fuzzy inference system. It use UCI machine data to test inference system and found satisfactory results further it compares phishing detection system with fuzzy logic with other algorithms like J48, naïve Bayes classifier and Neuro-fuzzy based phishing detection system. Thus, the objective of this work is proposing an efficient non algorithmic anti-phishing system.
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